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Climate Change and the new Impact Assessment Act
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 Climate Change
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 The Climate is Changing
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 Climate Change
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 Climate Change (polar vortex)
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Global absolute emissions



10source: https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/each-countrys-share-co2-emissions



Global per capita emissions
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 Climate Change: International 
— UNFCCC (1992)

— Kyoto Protocol (1997)

— Copenhagen Accord (2009)

— Paris Agreement (2015) 
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Emissions Targets



 Climate Change: Canada’s International Commitments 
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Emissions (missed) targets across canada
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Canada’s emissions trajectories
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Canadian Climate Change Law & Policy:

Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change
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Four pillars:
1. pricing carbon pollution 

2. complementary measures to further reduce emissions across 
the economy (e.g. direct regulation)

3. measures to adapt to the impacts of climate change and build 
resilience

4. actions to accelerate innovation, support 
clean technology, and create jobs. 
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Canadian Climate Change Law & Policy:

Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change



Federal Climate Law & Policy Snapshot
 National emissions-reduction targets: 

target (30% below 2005 by 2030) is the floor of ambition

 Pan-Canadian framework: ‘all of the above’ approach

 Direct regulation: vehicles, coal-fired gen, methane, etc
 Carbon price – Federal “backstop” legislation: 

carbon pricing mechanisms adapted to each province's and 
territory's specific circumstances

 Impact assessment process [?]: include analysis of ghgs emissions 
from designated projects

 Provincial initiatives: e.g. Nova Scotia cap & trade, Alberta 
Technology Innovation Emissions Reduction system for large 
emitters, Yukon residential renewable energy rebates



Federal Climate Law & Policy Snapshot

 National emissions-reduction targets: 
target (30% below 2005 by 2030) is the floor of ambition

 Pan-Canadian framework: no one size fits all plan, partner 
with provincial and territorial leaders

 Direct regulation: vehicles, coal-fired gen, methane, etc

 Carbon price – Federal “backstop” legislation
— carbon pricing mechanisms adapted to each province's and 

territory's specific circumstances

 Impact assessment process [?]: include analysis of ghgs
emissions from designated projects

 Provincial initiatives



Climate Change in the new IAA: 
past, present, future

Question to consider… 

 What is the role of impact assessment be in 
measuring and reducing ghg emissions?
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What is EA/IA?

 “Environmental impact assessment is, in its simplest form, a planning 
tool… as a planning tool it has both an information-gathering and a 
decision-making component which provide the decision-maker with an 
objective basis for granting or denying approval for a proposed 
development…

- Friends of the Oldman River Society v. Canada, [1992] 1 SCR 3
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Climate Change in EA: past

“Change to the project caused by the environment”… 
 See Site C (2014) climate change could impact the project but project 

design accommodates for changing environmental factors predicted 
from climate change… effects could be positive (at 240)

 See Mackenzie Gas (2009) thawing permafrost could from climate 
change could impact a northern pipeline; project should be designed 
accordingly (113-114)
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Climate Change in EA: past

Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada, 2008 FC 302
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 Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada, 2008 FC 302

• JRP recommended approval of Imperial’s Kearl Oil Sand Project, finding not 
likely to cause SAEE

• Pembina Institute filed for Juidical Review

• Federal Court found one reviewable error: JRP gave no rationale to support its 
conclusion that no SAEE regarding air quality

• “Panel dismissed as insignificant the ghg emissions without any 
rationale as to why the intensity-based mitigation would be effective…”

• Court remitted matter back to Panel, directing it to provide additional 
rationale

• Court said Panel consideration of ghgs would not put Panel into realm of policy 
recommendations; also, deference to Panel expertise not triggered because 
there was zero rationale provided
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Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada, 2008 FC 302 

• JRP Addendum
• “0.51 per cent of national GHG emissions and about 1.7% of Alberta’s”

• “While the Joint Panel acknowledges that the projected GHG emissions of 
40kg of CO2 per barrel for the project represent considerable GHG, there 
was very little evidence before the Joint Panel to suggest that this release 
will result in significant adverse environmental effects”

• “While Imperial did not develop a significant GHG management plan for 
the project, the Joint Panel finds that Imperial’s corporate energy efficiency 
program, as well as specific measures proposed by Imperial, are an 
effective surrogate”

• “The Joint Panel also relied upon the pending implementation of 
comprehensive new GHG emissions requirements in Alberta when arriving 
at its conclusion…”
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Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012
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Climate Change in the new IAA: present

Road to Bill C-69

• Expert Panel

• Consultation process

• Expert Report 

• Discussion paper

• Bill C-69 readings

• Senate Review

• Impact Assessment Act and initial regs

• Regulations and guidance (still underway)
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 Climate Change in IAA: present
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 Climate Change in IAA: present
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 Climate Change in IAA: present

Impact Assessment Act – climate change considerations

• s.22(i) “must take into account”

• s.63 (e) “must include a consideration of”

• “…the extent to which the effects of the designated project 
hinder or contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability to 
meet its environmental obligations and its commitments in 
respect of climate change;
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Impact Assessment Act  - Draft SACC
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Impact Assessment Act  - Draft Guidance

• Proponent must provide initial ghg estimate in PD during planning phase

• Type and level of detail determined on a case-by-case basis

• Threshold-based approach – key threshold 500 kt/yr

Examples:

• Project below 500 kt/yr? Just “basic information” required

• Project result in upstream emissions >500 kt/yr? “Upstream assessment” required

• Project result in net emissions >500kt/yr and upstream emissions >500kt/yr?

Basic information, info on federal emission reduction efforts and global impacts, 
upstream assessment and a ‘best available technology’ determination required

• Further technical guidance forthcoming…
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Impact Assessment Act  - Draft SACC
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Impact Assessment Act  - Draft Guidance

• Features of note:

• Offsets – may generate, may obtain

• Emissions intensity for comparison purposes

• Downstream emissions – No

• “Displaced Emissions Internationally” – Yes

• Agency analysis of how project emissions relate to climate targets/policies
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Key missing pieces?

1. Projects/triggers not on the list (because no ghg “climate trigger”)

2. Making project ghg info meaningful and contextualized

3. Proper, broad strategic assessment of climate change
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Key missing pieces?

1. Projects/triggers not on the list (because no ghg “climate trigger”)

2. Making project ghg info meaningful and contextualized

• How would the project affect decarbonization?

• How would the project affect Canada’s ability to meet 2030, 2050 targets?

• How do social costs of emissions from the project affect its viability?

• How does the project relate to regional or sectoral carbon budgets?

• How would the project affect emissions in other countries?
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Making ghg assessment info meaningful…
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Making ghg assessment info meaningful…

Social Cost of Carbon

What is it? 
• Estimated dollar figure representing the value of damages per unit of 

carbon emission (monetary value of externality)

Where did it come from?
• U.S. court decisions  U.S. Working Group  U.S. cost-benefit

How is it generated?
• Integrated Assessment Models; many inputs; discount rate

Why use it?
• Quantitative value of carbon emission reductions needed to inform 

regulatory decision-making

Applications?
• Regulatory cost-benefit analysis, impact assessment??



Making ghg assessment info meaningful…

Social Cost of Carbon

• Options for SCC in IAA:

• “Economic conditions” 

• Cumulative effects 

• Climate change commitments

• ‘Contribution to sustainability’



Making ghg assessment info meaningful…

Social Cost of Carbon

• Options for SCC in IAA:

• “Economic conditions” 

• Cumulative effects 

• Climate change commitments

• ‘Contribution to sustainability’

• So far not yet meaningfully considered for IAA
despite being used in regulatory impact analysis 



What to watch:

o Final SACC / Guidance

o Technical guidance, including downstream/intl dimensions

o Analyses of project emissions in relation to climate targets and policies

o “Reasons” provided with final IAA decisions

o Reference cases re IAA and GGPPA

o Offset regimes

o “Net-Zero Legislation”

o A ‘real’ strategic assessment on climate change?
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Conclusions

- Significant developments for IA/EA

- Very modest progress for climate change

- Another instance of environmental law 
implementation gap?

- Many more legal developments to come

- Missed opportunity to take stock of 
Canadian climate law and policy and build 
coherence across regulatory regime, but 
perhaps not too late…
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Questions & Discussion

Thank you

Twitter: @davevwright
Blog: https://ablawg.ca/author/dwright/
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/author=2763934 
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